3rd Year Latin Learning Programme 05.09.18 – 18.10.18
Topic/Content

Objective/Skills

Introduction/
Revision

Understand:
How Latin word order is different
from English
Importance of noun, adjective
and verb endings
No definite or indefinite articles
in Latin
Present tense verb endings
The different ways of rendering
the Latin Present tense in
English.

Seigel 2
Chapter 5
Present tense
of all 4 verb
groups and
esse

Person endings of Present tense
of all 4 verb groups (incl. capio)
models: amo, amare; video,
videre; rego, regere; audio,
audire

Homework

Assessment

Success Criteria (for 4-6
at KS4)

Stretch & Challenge

Learn model verbs and
nouns

Tests on model verbs
and nouns

4: Can demonstrate
some knowledge and
appreciation of the
importance of the
history and culture of
ancient Rome; show
increasing knowledge
of vocabulary and
grammar; translate
Latin sentences in
familiar contexts;
identify endings with
the aid of vocabulary
lists and grammar
tables.

Pupils demonstrate
increasing
independence when
researching the
meaning of Latin
vocabulary and
checking grammar
tables.

Learn cases and usage
Vocabulary tests
Vocabulary

Present tense of irregular verb
esse
Use the back of the book to
identify verb group.

Translation exercises –
from Latin and into
Latin
Derivatives exercises

Chapter 1
1st and 2nd
Declension
masculine and
feminine
nouns

st

Case endings of 1 Declension
nouns (and adjectives) model:
puella
Case endings of 2nd Declension
nouns (and adjectives) models:
servus, puer, ager

Revision for
Assessment test

Assessment test

Extension tasks when
translating from English
to Latin.

The six cases

Identify the case of a noun and
its use in a sentence

Introduction
to Derivatives

Find English words derived from
Latin

Legends of
Rome: Livy’s
history of
early Rome
Chapter 4
2nd Declension
neuter nouns
Chapter 2, 3, 4
3rd Declension
masculine,
feminine and
neuter nouns

Founding of Rome: Romulus and
Remus; Sabine women

More famous
characters
from Livy

Horatius; Scaevola; Cloelia

Case endings of 2nd Declension
neuter nouns model: vinum
Case endings of 3rd Declension
masculine, feminine and neuter
nouns models: rex; mater;
civis ( -ium gen pl); flumen; mare

5: Becoming more
confident with
translation of longer
sentences/texts and
with identification of
cases and different verb
tense and personendings.
6: Fluent, precise
translation of longer
Latin texts; immediate
recognition of cases
and person-endings
and tense-markers;
translate sentences
from English to Latin in
familiar contexts with
good accuracy.

Personal research into
background topics and
presentations to the
class.

